With Lasernet, we can manage output for 25
different countries and still deliver documents
in the desired design and format.
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A worldwide Lasernet implementation
with a great track record
The Boehringer Ingelheim Lasernet adventure is in a
league of its own: Spanning multiple countries, continents
and legislative demands for document formats, it truly
demonstrates the strength of a large-scale Lasernet
setup with a close integration with Microsoft Dynamics
AX in every way.
Erwin Daza, IT Project Leader with Boehringer Ingelheim,
explains the development of the Lasernet engagement:
”We started out with Lasernet a few years ago, after
realizing that making changes to the way your business
documents look and the way you present data on them
is a costly affair in the ’normal’ ERP world. With Lasernet, you can do changes to layout(s) very fast, and in
our context - with so many countries, companies and
demands - it is really something that matters to our
business”.

”Tabellae is a very professional software implementation
partner. We get help when we need it - and just now we
are looking at how to use all the exciting tools from our
recent Lasernet upgrade. A process that in other circumstances, and with our many countries and servers, would
be something of a challenge. But not in this case, fortunately”.

About Boehringer Ingelheim
The Boehringer Ingelheim group is one of the world’s
20 leading pharmaceutical companies. Headquartered
in Ingelheim, Germany, it operates globally with 142
affiliates and more than 47,400 employees. Boehringer
Ingelheim uses Microsoft Dyanmics AX 2009 as their
ERP system, and Lasernet produces output for their
European, Asian and American offices for 25 countries.

Easy to do and implement changes - fast
When documents are redesigned in the organization, it
is also possible to involve users, vendors and suppliers
- and get to a result that lives up to the demands.
”With Lasernet, we can present a prototype, which can
be modified easily when change requests are needed
by the stakeholders.We can design our document for
customers, vendors, 3rd parties, etc. and decide among
different delivery options in order to satisfy their needs.
It is really amazing that we can use the same ERP setup
worldwide - and be capable to customize all these different documents and designs for all kinds of situations
with Lasernet”.
Erwin Daza also adds that their Lasernet partner, Tabellae,
has a major role in the succesful implementation and
current upgrade project for Boehringer Ingelheim’s Lasernet installation:
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